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INTRODUCTION

Five Keys to
Successful LC Methods
I’ve been writing “LC Troubleshooting” now for over 30 years, which has resulted in more than
300 installments of liquid chromatography (LC) troubleshooting advice. It is interesting to look
back over the topics covered and to consider what has and has not changed. When I started
writing the column in 1983, instrumentation and columns had come a long way from the time I
made my first injection in 1972, but compared to today’s products, there was much more to do to
keep your LC system running smoothly. However, even though today’s instrumentation is quite reliable and columns have better performance, problems will never disappear.
Over my career of laboratory management and interaction with LC users in person, via e-mail,
and in my training classes, certain practices and procedures have become central to reliable LC
operation. I don’t think any LC system will ever be free of failure, but there are ways to minimize
the number of problems and the damage they cause. This compilation of five articles gleaned
from past “LC Troubleshooting” columns encapsulates some of these procedures. They cover efficient ways to isolate problems so they can be corrected. Pressure, retention, and peak shape
problems top the list, so a separate discussion of each is included. The “Best Practices” article
presents a “baker’s dozen” (13) of timeless techniques to help keep problems to a minimum. For
those of you who want a shorter list, the “Preventive Maintenance” article reduces this to three
practices, one of which is automatic on most LC systems today.
I hope you find some valuable tips in these timeless discusions that will be of practical use in
your laboratory.

John W. Dolan has been writing “LC Troubleshooting” in
LCGC for 30 years. He is one of the industry’s most respected
professionals and is currently the vice-president of LC
Resources, in Walnut Creek, California. He is also a member
of LCGC’s editorial advisory board. Direct correspondence to
john.dolan@LCresources.com
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CHAPTer ONE

Pressure Problems
What to do when the system pressure is not what it is supposed to be
(and how to know what it should be)
A previous article on troubleshooting pressure.” To check this, install a new
basics (1) was an overview of classi- column that is typical of what you
fying a troubleshooting problem, and normally use, such as a 150 mm ×
considered some rules of thumb that 4.6 mm, 5-µm particle size (dp) C18
may be useful to isolate the source of column, and an easy-to-replicate movarious problems. In this article, we’ll bile phase, such as 50:50 (v/v) methbe more specific, with a look at pres- anol–water. set the flow rate and
sure. Often the first sign that some- column temperature at, for example,
thing isn’t right with your liquid chro- 2 mL/min and 30 °C, respectively,
matograph is an abnormal pressure and allow the system to equilibrate.
reading — the pressure is too high, record the pressure under these
too low, cycling, or erratic. In this ar- conditions and you can use it in the
ticle, we’ll look at ways to estimate future as a reference point. To be
what normal system pressure should thorough, I would also progressively
be, as well as some likely causes of disconnect the fittings at the column
outlet, column inlet, in-line filter inlet
various pressure abnormalities.
(if used), and pump outlet; record
What Is Normal?
the pressure after each step. Now
Before we can determine if there is a you should have a list of pressures at
pressure problem, we need to know various places in the flow path under
what the normal system pressure is these standard conditions. These reffor a given configuration of hardware, erence pressures may be handy to
column, and mobile phase. Pressure help track down pressure abnormaliis a result of the resistance to flow of ties in the future.
the mobile phase through the system,
The second reference value, which
and the column is the major cause of I’ll call the “method reference presresistance. Thus, the length, diam- sure,” is obtained in a similar maneter, and particle size of the column ner, but using the normal method
are important. The mobile-phase settings. If a gradient method is
viscosity and flow rate are the other used, record the pressures under the
main factors. For conventional liq- starting conditions. You may want to
uid chromatography (LC) systems shortcut the process and just record
(<6000 psi; <400 bar), the hardware the pressure with all components
(pump, autosampler, tubing, and de- installed, the column inlet discontector) contributes little to the pres- nected, and the in-line filter (if used)
sure and usually can be ignored. disconnected; this approach will isoWith ultrahigh-pressure LC (uHPLC, late the most common sources of
>6000 psi), however, narrow-bore system blockage for future reference.
tubing and in-line frits can result in Because method pressure rises nor1000 psi or more of pressure in addi- mally over time as frits and filters coltion to the column, so the hardware lect debris, I like to track the prescannot be ignored.
sure. A convenient way to do this is
The easiest way to identify a pres- to add a “starting pressure” item to
sure problem is to compare the cur- the data recorded at the beginning of
rent pressure to the normal value. I each batch of samples (column serial
like to use two kinds of normal refer- number, sample batch number, noteence values. The first is a method- book reference, and so forth). These
independent pressure measurement, data can be used for future reference
which I’ll call the “system reference or plotted over time as a control chart
8

to help anticipate pressure problems
before they occur.

estimating Pressure

You may want to have an estimate
of what the normal system pressure
should be, just as a cross-check.
The technique I like for this uses
equation 2.13a from reference 2:
P ≈ (2500 L η F) / (dp2 dc2)

[1]

where the pressure, P (psi), is a function of the column length L (mm), diameter dc (mm), and particle size dp
(µm), as well as the mobile phase
viscosity η (cP) and flow rate F (mL/
min). For pressure in bar, divide by
14.5. The mobile-phase viscosity will
depend on the components in the
mobile phase and the temperature.
Methanol and acetonitrile are the
most common organic mobile-phase
components for reversed-phase
LC, mixed with water or buffer. Both
methanol and acetonitrile are more
viscous when mixed with water, with
a maximum viscosity for methanol of
50% methanol in water and for acetonitrile of 10% acetonitrile in water.
I have summarized the viscosities of
mixtures of methanol and acetonitrile
with water at several compositions
and temperatures in Table I. For a
more complete listing, see Table 1.5
in reference 2.
Now we can use equation 1 to
estimate the pressure for a selected method. several examples are
given in Table II. I have chosen
maximum-viscosity mobile phases
(50:50 methanol–water and 10:90
acetonitrile–water) and 30 °C. For
example, a 150 mm × 4.6 mm,
5-µm column run at 2 mL/min with
the methanol mobile phase will
generate approximately 2000 psi
(140 bar) under these conditions.
Pressure estimates, such as these,
Five Keys to successful lC methods
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are just that — estimates — and in ing identical column chemistry). A
my experience they may be off by few general observations are in order.
±20% in many cases, and ±50% in Acetonitrile generates approximatesome cases. This is because the ly 60% of the pressure of methanol,
resistance to flow of some columns which is one reason it is favored
may differ because of packing tech- for uHPLC mobile phases. This is
niques, and the quoted nominal highlighted by comparing the last
particle size may not be the true two rows of each section of Table II:
value. For example, a 0.1-µm differ- 1 mL/min with a 75 mm × 2.1 mm,
ence in a nominally 2-µm particle 1.8-µm column generates too much
will make a 10% difference in the pressure (18,800 psi) with methacalculated pressure.
nol to operate even under uHPLC
I have included the pressure cal- conditions, whereas the 11,800 psi
culated for the above example and with acetonitrile makes this flow rate
several other common column con- feasible. For comparison, I have also
figurations in Table II; in each case included a shell-type particle. The
the columns are selected to give ap- particle size (2.7 µm) dictates the
proximately the same plate number, pressure, but the efficiency of the
N, so a similar separation should shell configuration makes them bebe obtained in each case (assum- have like a 2-µm particle in terms of
Table I: Viscosity of mixtures of methanol or acetonitrile with water. Data from Table
1.5 of reference 2.
Viscosity, η (cP)
methanol (%)

0%

10%

50%

100%

30 º C

0.79

1.04

1.43

0.51

40 º C

0.64

0.82

1.12

0.42

50 º C

0.54

0.71

0.94

0.37

Acetonitrile (%)

0%

10%

50%

100%

30 º C

0.79

0.90

0.74

0.32

40 º C

0.64

0.72

0.62

0.27

50 º C

0.54

0.60

0.53

0.24

High Pressure

Table II: estimated pressures for several column conditions
Pressure
psi*

bar †

L

dc

dp

F

(mm)

(mm)

(µm)

(ml/min)

N‡

t0
(min)

50% methanol
2000

140

150

4.6

5

2

9000

0.79

2000

140

100

4.6

3

1

10,000

1.06

8300

580

75

2.1

2.7

1

11,250

0.17

18,800

1290

75

2.1

1.8

1

12,500

0.17

9400

650

75

2.1

1.8

0.5

12,500

0.33

10% Acetonitrile
1300

90

150

4.6

5

2

9000

0.79

1200

80

100

4.6

3

1

10,000

1.06

5200

360

75

2.1

2.7

1

11,250

0.17

11,800

810

75

2.1

1.8

1

12,500

0.17

5900

410

75

2.1

1.8

0.5

12,500

0.33

* rounded to nearest 100 psi; † rounded to nearest 10 bar; ‡ estimated for real samples (reduced
plate height ≈ 3 dp)
www.chromatographyonline.com

plate number. The right-hand column
of Table II lists the column dead-time,
t0, which can be used to compare
run times for the various columns.
For example, it may come as a surprise, but a separation on the 100
mm × 4.6 mm, 3-µm column takes
approximately one-third longer than
the 150 mm × 4.6 mm, 5-µm column
at the same pressure. Also, a 1.8-µm
uHPLC column will cut the run time
by about fourfold compared with a
3- or 5-µm column on a conventional
LC system when all columns are run
at reasonable system pressures. And
finally, the shell-type 2.7-µm particle
column shortens the run time by twofold when compared with a 1.8-µm
uHPLC column when both are operated at the same pressure.
Now that we have a technique to
approximate the column pressure,
we can see how calculated values
compare with the observed values
under the system reference or method reference conditions. If you are
using a uHPLC system, you’ll need
to add to the calculated value the
system pressure observed when the
column is removed, which may be
500–1000 psi.
A gradual increase in pressure over
time is a normal symptom of column aging, and excessive pressure
is often the first indicator that something is wrong with the system. In
some cases, the pressure increase
may be large enough to trigger the
upper-pressure limit, and system
shutdown may occur. High pressure is a symptom that something in
the flow path is partly or completely
blocked. The most common location for this will be the first frit after
the autosampler because it accumulates debris from the sample or
other sources. This is one of the reasons I strongly recommend using an
in-line frit just downstream from the
autosampler. use a 0.5-µm porosity
frit when columns with particles > 2
µm are used; a 0.2-µm porosity frit
is used with ≤2-µm columns. This
frit has smaller porosity than the frit
at the head of the guard column or
column, so it will become blocked
first. The frit in the in-line filter is easy
and inexpensive to change, making
it a quick fix for the most common
9
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high-pressure problems and a sim- at the inlet to the pump. remove the with the piston stroke of one or more
ple way to protect the expensive col- supply tubing at the pump inlet (or pumps. The fixes to this problem are
umn from damage.
with a low-pressure mixer, the tubing to purge the pump, clean or replace
Isolate the location of the block- at the proportioning manifold) and the check valves, and replace the
age by progressively loosening fit- measure the flow in a graduated cyl- pump seals. Persistent problems
tings, as described earlier, until you inder. siphon flow should deliver at may be associated with inadequate
find the source of the pressure in- least 10 times as much solvent to mobile-phase degassing.
crease. remember that when the the pump inlet as you need. For exAlthough most of us now use aucolumn is removed, convention- ample, if you normally run 1–2 mL/ tomatic in-line degassers, these can
al systems (<6000 psi; ≤400 bar) min, expect to see at least 20 mL/min fail, too. I have had several cases
should have negligible pressure, of siphon flow to the pump. If there reported to me in the last few months
but uHPLC systems may normally is insufficient solvent at the pump, where in-line degasser failure
have measurable back pressure.
check for blocked frits in the reser- caused system shut-down, pressure
If the frit at the head of the column voir or blocked tubing. still another fluctuations, or erratic retention times.
becomes blocked, you may be able possible pump problem is a leaky
If you are running gradients, don’t
to correct the problem by back-flush- pump seal; replacement of pump forget that the pressure will ining the column; this is effective about seals every 6–12 months should pre- crease during a gradient. For examone-third of the time. Just reverse the vent this from happening for most ple, with a methanol–water gradient
column direction and pump 20–30 applications.
of 0–100% methanol, the setup for
mL of mobile phase through the colAfter you are happy with the pump the first line of Table II would give a
umn to waste (not to the detector). If operation, check for leaks elsewhere starting pressure of ~1100 psi, which
the pressure drops, you can leave in the system. You may have been would rise to ~2000 psi mid-gradient
5-µm columns reversed. Check with alerted by a leak detector. If this is and would end up at ~700 psi for
the column care and use sheet for the case, the leak location should 100% methanol.
≤3-µm columns to see if they can be be easy to identify. Otherwise, check
safely reversed for extended use. If each fitting, especially upstream summary
backflushing does not restore the from the column, where the connec- We have looked at several pressurecolumn, replace the column with a tions are under the most pressure. related aspects of the LC system.
new one. It may be wise to add an in- Look for visible signs of leaks, such First, we saw the importance of havline filter or guard column (or both) if as drops of mobile phase or white ing a record of normal system prescolumn blockage is common.
buffer residues left when leaked mo- sures that can be used for compariIf some other component apart bile phase evaporates. sometimes son when a change in pressure is
from the column, guard column, or a scrap of paper can be useful to encountered. equation 1 can be
in-line filter is the source of the block- help probe for leaks; thermal printer used to estimate the pressure proage, sequentially remove connec- paper works best for this, but it is duced by columns of different ditions until you isolate the location of hard to come by today, so copier mensions and particles sizes. We
the blockage. If the tubing is blocked, paper can be used instead. Cut a tri- looked at some of the causes of,
replace it. Other parts, such as injec- angle of copier paper ~1 cm across and corrections for, high, low, and
tion valves, may require disassembly the base and ~5 cm along the sides. cycling or erratic pressures. These
and reconditioning.
Touch the narrow end to any sus- should help you to isolate and elimipect fittings and it will act as a wick nate the most common sources of
low Pressure
and soak up any small leak, which pressure problems. But as one of my
Low pressure usually results from air should be easily visible (thermal colleagues used to say, “Don’t forget
in the pump, a faulty check valve, or paper will turn black). If fittings need to check stupid!” It is amazing how
a leak. First, check for the obvious: to be tightened, it is good practice to often problems are related to somemake sure the flow rate is set prop- do this with the flow off. This is espe- thing silly that we’ve done, such as
erly and that there is sufficient mobile cially true with finger-tightened poly- letting the reservoir run dry or misphase in the reservoirs. Purge the ether ether ketone (PeeK) fittings, programming the controller.
pump of any bubbles by opening because the tubing can slip in the
the purge valve and increasing the fitting if there is pressure in the sys- references
flow-rate to flush 5–10 mL of mobile tem when the fitting is adjusted. Any (1) J.W. Dolan, LCGC Europe 24(7), 386–389
(2011).
phase through the pump. If this does fittings that still leak after being tightnot correct the problem, verify that ened a quarter turn or so past their (2) L.r. snyder, J.J. Kirkland, and J.W.
Dolan, Introduction to Modern Liquid
the pump is working properly. Per- normal setting should be replaced
Chromatography (Wiley, Hoboken,
New Jersey, 3rd ed., 2010).
form a simple check of pump deliv- with new parts.
ery by doing a timed collection of 10
mL of mobile phase in a volumetric Cycling or erratic Pressure
flask; the flow-rate should be with- Pressure readings that bounce
How to Cite This Article:
in ±1% of the set point. If the pump around are usually the result of a
J.W. Dolan, LCGC 29(9), 818–
still doesn’t deliver properly, check faulty check valve or air in the pump.
824 (2011).
to be sure there is sufficient solvent Cycling pressure usually coincides
10
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CHAPteR TWO

retention Problems
What to do when retention times are too long, too short, or inconsistent
in this article, we’ll concentrate
on problems exhibited as abnormal retention times. As a means
to organize the discussion, let’s
look at situations where retention
times are too long, too short, or
inconsistent.

What Controls retention?

Before we look at specific problems, let’s take a moment to consider the things that influence retention. We can categorize these
as the mobile phase, the stationar y phase (column), the hard ware, the environment, and the
sample. Let’s simplify this discussion and assume that nothing has
happened to the sample, such
as degradation or other chemical
changes.
the mobile phase can change
because of an error in formulating
it, such as a mistake in volumetric measurement or adjustment of
the pH. if an error in formulating
the mobile phase is suspected,
it is best to make a new batch to
see if it fixes the problem. Some
mobile phases can change over
time because of chemical degradation, selective evaporation
of one component, or microbial
growth in highly aqueous mobile
phases. Again, reformulation is
the best way to verify this problem source. Most of us use online mixing to prepare isocratic
mobile phases. An error in instrument settings or hardware failure can be the cause of errors in
on-line mixing. Check for proper degassing and pump operation, as well as the correct control-program settings. Sometimes
hand-mixed mobile phases can
be used as a check for on-line
mixing, or alternate mixing channels can be used for both iso cratic and gradient methods (for

www.chromatographyonline.com

example, use the C and D solvent umn oven is not used or is not
reservoirs instead of A and B in a working properly. Methods that
four-solvent LC system).
operate under ambient conditions
the stationary phase in the col- are highly susceptible to failure,
umn has a finite lifetime, generally especially if the laboratory temin the 500–2000 sample range (or perature is not well controlled. in
more), depending on the nature my travels, i have encountered
of the sample. every column will laboratory temperatures ranging
die eventually, and some methods from 10 °C (central China in Januare harder on columns than oth- ary) to 35 °C (tel Aviv in June).
ers. For example, mobile phases if we use the rule of thumb that
outside the pH 2– 8 region ac- retention can change by 2% with
celerate the degradation of sili- each 1 °C change in temperature,
ca-based columns. Some column you can imagine the result if the
types have shorter lifetimes than same method were run in both of
others. For example, cyano and those laboratories under ambient
amino columns are unlikely to last conditions! Use the column oven
as long as C8 or C18 columns, and make sure that it is operating
which tend to be quite robust. in properly.
addition to changes in retention,
column failure usually is accom- Two Important
panied by a rise in system pres- Measurements
sure and an increase in peak tail- one tool that can be very useful
ing. Replacement of a suspect in diagnosing the source of retencolumn with a new one is the tion problems is the retention faceasiest way to check for column- tor (also called the capacity factor, k′). Recall that the retention
related problems.
System hardware problems that factor, k, is calculated as
generate symptoms of changed
[1]
retention most commonly are as- k = (t R – t 0)/t 0
sociated with pump malfunctions
or leaks. Pump problems can be where t R is the retention time and
checked with a simple flow-rate t 0 (sometimes abbreviated as t M )
measurement with a stop watch is the column dead time, usualand volumetric flask. A second- ly measured by the first disturary symptom of pump problems bance in the baseline (the “solmay be high, low, or fluctuating vent front”). Another useful calcupressure. Low flow may be as- lation is the selectivity, or relative
sociated with faulty check valves, retention, α:
worn pump seals, air bubbles in
[2]
the pump, or errors in pump set- α = k2 /k1
tings. Cleaning, component replacement, or degassing should where k 1 and k 2 are the k valcorrect such problems. High flow u e s fo r t h e first a nd s e c o nd
rates usually are a result of im- peaks of an adjacent peak pair,
respectively.
proper settings.
notice that changes in flow rate,
the most common environmental cause of retention changes is whether intentional or due to a
a change in column temperature. leak, will change both t 0 and t R
this effect is common if the col- proportionally, so k will remain
11
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constant for such changes. on increase in retention. the easithe other hand, chemical chang- est way to check this is to make a
es will change only t R , so the k new batch of mobile phase. if this
value is changed, too. General- does not correct the problem, rely, when the k value is changed place the column.
it does not change exactly the
A final possible source of insame for all peaks in the chro - creased retention is a drop in the
matogram. one way to confirm colu m n te mperature. As m en chemical changes in the sys - tioned above, a 2% increase in
tem is to check the α value; if α retention for a 1 °C drop in temchanges, a chemical source of perature is common. Based on
the problem is most likely. Be - the magnitude of the retention
cause k and α are so useful in change, you can estimate the
distinguishing between flow-relat- temperature change and see if it
ed and chemical changes, it is a is a reasonable cause of retention.
good idea to make these meas- Has the oven failed, did you forurements a part of the process get to turn it on, or are you relying
for troubleshooting retention-time on ambient operating conditions?
problems.
Any of these sources can account
for increased retention.

excessive retention

lation of a new batch of mobile
phase, installing the wrong column, or changing a column-oven
setting. More commonly, retention will gradually increase or decrease over tens, hundreds, or
thousands of samples, or it cycles over a 24-h period. Cycling
retention is commonly correlated
with ambient methods and a laboratory temperature that changes
throughout the day and night.
Retention drift that occurs over
hundreds or perhaps thousands
of injections is most likely be cause of normal column aging.
Drift from column aging usually
will be accompanied by a gradual
increase in pressure and an increase in peak tailing. often, a
shift in relative retention also will
be observed when α values are
calculated. if the column is suspected, replace it to see if the
problem is corrected.
Shorter-term retention drift may
be caused by the mobile phase.
Although fairly rare, it is possible
to selectively evaporate a volatile
component of the mobile phase,
especially if helium sparging is
used for degassing. Retention
drift resulting from a pH shift can
occur if the buffer is outside its
optimal buffering region, generally ±1 pH unit from its pKa . the
use of volatile buffers, as is common with LC–mass spectrometry
(MS) mobile phases, may shorten
the stable lifetime of the mobile
phase, so daily reformulation may
be a wise practice. Make up a
new batch of mobile phase if the
mobile phase is suspected, and
be sure to adjust the pH before
any organic solvent is added.

When retention times increase
and k values stay constant, a one useful tool for
flow-rate problem is indicated.
Double-check the flow-rate set- diagnosing the source of
ting to be sure you didn’t make retention problems is the
a m i s t a ke. L e a k s a n d p u m p
problems are the two most com- retention factor.
mon remaining causes. Check
for leaks throughout the system;
these may or may not be accom- retention Is Too Small
panied by low system pressure, When retention times are smalldepending on the magnitude of er than they normally appear, a
the leak. Several possible prob- flow-rate change is highly unlikelems related to the pump could ly, unless you made an error in
be sources of increased reten- one of the settings. this is betion. Air bubbles in the pump cause decreases in flow due to
will also cause pressure fluctua- leaks or other malfunctions are
tions; thorough degassing of the not uncommon, but there are no
mobile phase and purging the corresponding causes that result
pump should correct such prob- in higher-than-normal flow rates
lems. if problems persist, check that are necessary for reduced
to be sure the frit in the mobile retention.
As with retention times that are
phase reservoir is not restricting
flow to the pump. Faulty check too long, do a stepwise eliminavalves or pump seals also can tion of problem sources by first
result in low flow and long reten- making up a new batch of mobile
tion times. Sonication of check phase. if this approach doesn’t fix Problem Prevention
valves will usually restore their the problem, replace the column. to av o i d re te n t i o n p ro b l e m s ,
function. Pump seal leakage often temperatures that are higher than make sure to keep the instrument
is accompanied by liquid drip- normal will cause a drop in reten- in good operating condition by
ping from the drain hole just be- tion; the sources of temperature servicing it regularly. A routine
hind the inlet check valve on most problems are the same as for ex- preventive maintenance session
should be done on an annual
pumps. Check the maintenance cess retention.
basis at a minimum, and more
records — if the pump seal has
often for heavily used LC systems.
been in use for a year or more, Fluctuating retention Times
Usually, an increase or decrease
Because column temperature
replace it.
When a change in k values (and in retention will not be an abrupt changes can have such a pro often α) is observed, you have change. if it is, the cause is like- found influence on retention time,
evidence that a change in system ly related to operator inter ven- it is wise to always use a column
chemistry is responsible for an tion, such as improper formu - oven. Many ovens do not control
12
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the temperature well near room
temperature; a good practice is to
use a minimum operating temperature of 30 –35 °C so that good
temperature control is ensured. it
may take 30 min or longer for the
column oven to reach a stable
temperature. Be sure to use the
solvent preheater that is included with most column ovens. the
most common preheater implementation is a piece of capillary
tubing that is embedded in the
aluminum block of the oven.
Columns usually will last for
more than 1000 injections. When
this number of samples has been
analyzed, the cost-per-sample for
the column is less than 5% of the
overall per-sample cost of analysis. My feeling is that at this point
it isn’t worth my time to do anything more than flush the column
with strong solvent (for example,
acetonitrile or methanol); if this
doesn’t restore the column, replace it. Guard columns or sam-

ple preparation both will extend
the column life, but they have
their associated costs, which may
make the economics of their use
questionable. A 0.5-µm in-line filter between the autosampler and
column will help keep particulate
matter from blocking the column
inlet frit, but it will not influence
retention-related problems. Another good practice for extending
column life is to use a single column for each method. When the
same column is used for multiple
methods, sometimes unimportant
sample components from one
method will interfere with another
method.
Mobile phases have finite lifetimes, too. My recommendation
is to replace any buffer at least
once a week and organic-based
m o bil e - p h a s e c o m p o n e nts at
least monthly. it is a good idea to
replace the reservoir with a clean
one whenever the mobile phase
is replaced so that prior contami-
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nation doesn’t get transferred to
the new mobile phase.
if you pay close attention to patterns in retention changes, correlations with mobile-phase use,
and column history, you can establish expected replacement cycles for each component of each
method. After such patterns are
defined, you can put in place preventive-maintenance and component-replacement practices that
will help you avoid most retentionrelated problems. Armed with an
understanding of which variable
most strongly influences retention
in your particular method, you’ll
be able to more quickly identify
and correct problems when they
occur.
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ChaPTeR THREE

Peak shape Problems
What you need to know to address peak tailing and peak fronting
a change in peak shape is one of lated by measuring the back half- is difficult to eliminate, however,
the most common observations of width of the peak at 10% of the for many applications peaks with
problems with a liquid chromatog- peak height and dividing it by the TF ≤ 1.5 are acceptable. When
raphy (LC) method. Because of front half-width. You can see that TF ≥ 2, usually corrective action
this, most system suitability tests if the peak is perfectly symmet- should be taken to identify and
include a measure of peak shape, ric, the front and back half-widths eliminate the source of tailing.
so a quantitative value of peak will be the same, no matter where
When peak tailing occurs, it
shape can be tracked over time. they are measured relative to the usually shows up for one or just
Poor peak shape can compro - peak height, so for such peaks, a few peaks in the chromatogram,
mise the results of an analysis T F ≡ A s . as tailing increases, but sometimes all the peaks in
by degrading resolution between however, the t wo numbers di - the run tail. The appearance of
closely eluted peaks and reduc- verge, with A s growing faster than peak fronting is much less coming precision and accuracy of TF, but for peaks with a value less mon. Most often, these three bemeasuring peak area, especially than 2 there is not a very notice- haviors are caused by three diffor small peaks. a change in peak able difference. There is no inher- ferent sources. We will look at
shape is one of the first signs that ent value in using one technique each of the three problems next.
the column is failing, but there are versus the other for measuring
other causes of peak tailing, as peak shape; rather, it is impor- Tailing of one
well. In this article, we look at sev- tant to choose one technique and or a Few Peaks
use it to look for changes in peak Usually, one or a few peaks in
eral aspects of peak tailing.
the chromatogram tail and the
shape over time.
measuring Peak Tailing
Most LC peaks tail or front a cause is most often chemical in
The ideal chromatographic peak bit, so column manufacturers nature. The problem may appear
will have a Gaussian shape, but it typically set their column-release during method development, in
is rare that a perfectly symmetric specifications at 0.9 < TF < 1.2 which case you probably do not
peak is observed in real chroma- as normal performance. as can know if the peak shape ever was
tograms. Most peaks tail slight- be seen in Figure 2, when tailing good. Or more often with an exly, and as the column ages, tail- increases, several practical prob- isting method, a peak that had
ing typically increases. however, lems can arise. The peaks are acceptable shape in the past bethere are several other potential harder to integrate because the gins to tail, and tailing increases
causes of peak tailing (or front- transition from the baseline to the over time. If the onset of the tailing) as well, so it is a good idea peak or peak to baseline is much ing was sudden, as when a new
to track the peak shape over time more gradual, and on noisy or batch of samples was run, look
to anticipate when practical prob- sloping baselines the peak limits for some other change that coinlems will occur. as a result, nearly are difficult to determine. Gen- cided with the observation, such
all system suitability tests include erally, the peak area stays con- as preparation of a new batch of
a measurement of peak shape.
stant, so increased peak tailing mobile phase or replacement of
The two most popular methods translates into shorter peaks, and the column or guard column.
of measuring peak shape are il- peak height is the limiting factor
Mobile-phase changes are the
lustrated in Figure 1. Other meth- in determining detection limits, so easiest to check. For example,
ods to measure peak shape are method limits can suffer with tail- the ph of the mobile phase can
used much less often. The phar- ing peaks. Tailing peaks also take have a strong influence on the
m ace u tic al industr y uses the a larger time window to be eluted, peak shape, so if an error was
tailing factor, TF, which is deter- so to achieve baseline resolution m ad e in p h adju st m e nt, t his
mined by measuring the entire between peaks, the run time must could be the problem source. Mopeak width at 5% of the height be longer. and tailing peaks are bile-phase problems will also usuand dividing it by twice the front aesthetically less pleasing. You ally cause changes in retention
half-width. Nonpharmaceutical can see that all these factors time. If such correlated changes
laboratories often use the asym- favor symmetric peaks. From a are observed, carefully prepare
metry factor, A s , which is calcu- practical standpoint, peak tailing another batch of mobile phase (or
14
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Figure 1: Measurement of tailing factor and asymmetry factor.

Tailing factor:

Asymmetry factor:

TF=AB/2AC5%

AS=BC/CA10%

A

C

B
10% of
peak height

5%
Time

Figure 2: Examples of tailing peaks.

repeat some other change that
was made) and see if that corrects the problem. Sometimes a
method will be developed that is
not very robust. In such cases,
even small changes in temperature or other variables can cause
a change in the retention or peak
shape. a nother m obile - phase
problem that occurs occasionally is insufficient buffer concentration. although reversed-phase
separations are not strongly affected by buf fer concentration,
hydrophilic interaction chromatogwww.chromatographyonline.com

raphy (hILIC) and ion-exchange
LC are much more sensitive to
buffer effects. a buffer concentration of 5–10 mM usually is adequate to buffer the mobile phase,
column, and injection solvent in
reversed-phase separations. If
buffer concentration problems are
suspected, double the concentration and see if this fixes the peak
shape.
after the mobile phase is eliminated as the problem source, look
to the column. If a guard column
is in use, remove it and make an

injection. If the peak is Ok after
that is done, the guard column
has failed. If the problem persists
without a guard column, substituting a new column for the old one
is the simplest way to check for
other column problems. Column
problems are more likely af ter
~500 or more samples have been
run, but in some cases column
problems can occur much earlier.
Dirty samples and mobile phases outside the 2 < ph < 8 range
are two common sources of rapid
column deterioration. If replacing
the column corrects the problem,
consider improving the sample
cleanup, changing the mobile phase ph, or using a guard column to help delay the problem of
column deterioration.
The source of peak tailing is
not a simple process. In Figures
3a – 3 c, you can see the influ ence on peak shape of increasing amounts of mefanamic acid.
Under these conditions (ph 2.8),
the mefanamic acid is well below
its pKa , so it is not ionized. at low
loading (Figure 3a), the tailing is
dramatic. Peaks with exponentially shaped tailing are likely a
result of two different retention
processes going on simultane ously; for example, some molecules might be interacting with
column sites that equilibrate slowly (those on the tail) and some
with sites that equilibrate quickly (those on the main peak). as
the mass on column increases
(Figures 3b and 3c), the majority of the sample molecules are
retained by a single mechanism
(fast equilibration), and the peak
shape improves. The slow equilibration process doesn’t disappear, but it is a smaller portion
of the total, so tailing is reduced.
On the other hand, amitriptyline,
an ionized base at ph 2.8, looks
better than mefanamic acid at low
concentrations (compare Figures
3a and 3d). as the injected mass
of amitriptyline increases (Figures
3e and 3f), t wo things are ob served. First, the peak tail begins
to change shape until it takes on
a right-triangle appearance (Figure 3f). Second, the retention time
gradually gets smaller. These are
15
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Figure 3: Peak tailing for (a–c)
mefanamic acid and (d–f)
amitriptyline at pH 2.8. Injection
mass on column: (a,d) 3 ng; (b,e)
500 ng; and (c,f) 15 µg.

Figure 4: Peak fronting for
two consecutive injections:
(a) 527 and (b) 528.

Figure 5: Peak distortion for all peaks in the chromatogram.

two classic symptoms of column
overload. To verify this problem
source, reduce the sample mass
on column and see if retention
increases and tailing improves.
The cause of tailing in this case
is likely because of ion exclu sion. as the amount of amitriptyline adsorbed inside the pores in
the column increases, the pore
takes on a net positive charge
(amitriptyline carries a positive
charge at ph 2.8). at some point,
the positive charge inside the
pore is sufficient to repel another
positively charged molecule, so it
must travel further down the column before it finds a compatible
site on the surface. The interesting thing about these two examples is that at the same ph, one
analyte (mefanamic acid) gives
less tailing as the sample load
16

increases, whereas the other (amitriptyline) gets worse. It is hard
to generalize about the source of
peak tailing.

Peak Fronting

Peak tailing was at tributed to
problems related to chemical interactions on the column. One
way of thinking about peak tailing is that the active sites — the
places on the column where interactions between the analy te
molecules and the chemical
surface of the column occur —
become saturated. It is possi ble to conceive of a similar case
in which the mobile phase be comes saturated or overloaded,
and in such cases, peak fronting would o ccur. T his indeed
happens, but with reasonable
bu f fe r c o n c e ntrati o ns (fo r ex-

ample, ≥5 mM), such overload
is rare in reversed-phase LC. a
more common source of peak
fronting is illustrated in Figure
4, where peaks from t wo con secutive injections are shown.
The peak changes from a normal
appearance in injection number
527 (Figure 4a) to badly fronting in injection 528 (Figure 4b).
The most common cause of such
changes is a sudden physical
change in the column, usually
referred to as column collapse.
In the present case, the column
was operated at ph 9.6 at 70
°C, but the column was designed
to be used at ph ≤ 7 and ≤ 40
°C. The aggressive mobile phase
conditions gradually dissolved
the silica particles inside the column until they became so fragile
that the minor shock of the injection valve rotating caused the
internal column structure to collapse. The proper fix for such a
problem would be to modify the
method so that it operated with
the recommended limits of the
column or replace the column
with a more robust one. That is,
if all else fails . . . read the directions! however, for the present
example, it made more sense
economically to replace the column ever y 50 0 injections rath er than redevelop and revalidate
the method.

If All Peaks Tail

When all peaks in the chromatogram tail or are split or doubled,
as in Figure 5, this is a symp tom of a problem that happens at
the inlet of the column before any
separation takes place. The most
common cause of such problems
is a partially blocked inlet frit on
the column. Debris from the sample, the mobile phase, or a failed
pump seal or injector rotor can
collect on the inlet frit. as the frit
becomes partially blocked, the
sample stream arriving at the
column inlet is distorted, resulting in peak distortion. Because
this problem happens before any
sample molecules are separated,
it affects all peaks in the chromatogram in the same manner. You
can fix the problem about a third
Five Keys to successful lC methods
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of the time by reversing the column and backflushing it to waste
for a few minutes. Most columns
can be reversed for such flushing, but it is best to check the
column care-and-use instructions
to make sure it is allowed for your
column. If reverse-flushing corrects the problem, you can proceed as normal. If it doesn’t, replace the column. In either case,
it is wise to eliminate or reduce
the source of particles arriving at
the top of the column. Improve
the sample pretreatment by adding a centrifugation or filtration
step. Replace worn pump or autosampler parts. Filter the mobile
phase to remove particles. and a
good safety measure is to place
an in-line filter between the autosampler and the column. If you
use a guard column, it acts as a
filter to protect the column, but
the in-line filter is less expensive
than the guard column and easier
to service, so I recommend using

one in every system, even if you
are using a guard column.

Conclusions

Cha ng e s in p e a k s hap e ove r
time are common in the use of
LC methods, but in a well- be haved method, such chang es should occur gradually over
hundreds or thousands of samples. Tailing of one or several
peaks usually points to a problem with some chemical aspect
of the system, so check the mobile phase and column for problems. When all the peaks tail or
are similarly distorted, it is a sign
that particulate matter is collecting at the top of the column. Better sample preparation and protection of the column will help to
avoid this mode of failure. Peak
fronting can result from chemical
problems in the system, but is
more commonly attributed to catastrophic column failure, usually
resulting from using the column

outside the recommended op erating limits. Check the column
instructions for the column limits,
change to a more robust column,
or expect to replace the column
more often.
although peak shape changes
are a sign of problems and are
difficult to avoid, if a method is
developed and tested for robustness, such problems should not
be a major concern for the method. a go od system suitabilit y
test coupled with tracking peak
shape over time should allow you
to anticipate when peak shape
cha nges w ill c o mpro mise the
quality of the data. Take the appropriate corrective action before
data are compromised, and your
method should be satisfactory.
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CHAPter FOUR

Preventive Maintenance
How to avoid problems through a three-step preventive maintenance program
i remember reading a study on
le a rning in th e all - day s h o r tcourse format. Because teaching liquid chromatography (LC)
classes is a significant part of my
work, my attention was captured.
the writers claimed that in a 6–8 h
class, only three points would
be remembered. One of my LC
troubleshooting classes has approximately 20 0 slides — what
does this say about how effective a short course is at conveying
critical knowledge? As the saying
goes, i have tried to make lemonade out of these lemons, and use
the “only three things” concept to
help reinforce what i think are the
key points. So, this article will use
these points to form the core of a
preventive maintenance program
for your LC system.

Degassing

Mobile-phase degassing is the
single most effective way to avoid
problems with an LC system. Liquid chromatographs and air just
weren’t meant to be together! LC
pumps are very effective at pumping liquids, but introduce an air
bubble and in the best circumstances you will observe a momentary reduction in the flow rate
and a drop in the system back
pressure. if the bubble is large
enough, the pump will not deliver any solvent, and if the pressure drops below a preset lowpressure limit, the pump will stop.
Some pump designs will pass
bubbles fairly well, whereas other
designs will fail to operate when a
bubble is present.
After a bubble passes through
the pump, it usually will stay in
solution due to the system pressure as it passes through the column. But on arrival at the detector, the system pressure returns
to atmospheric pressure and the
18

bubble might reappear in the deHelium is the only effective way
tector flow cell, causing spikes in to remove sufficient oxygen from
the chromatogram. this problem the mobile phase to avoid probcan be minimized by the use of lems specific to dissolved oxygen,
a back-pressure restrictor on the such as the fluorescence quenchdetector outlet to provide suffi- ing or electrochemical detector
cient pressure to keep bubbles in problems mentioned earlier. Howsolution until they exit the detector. ever, if the main objective is to
Of course, care needs to be taken remove suf ficient dissolved air
not to exceed the pressure limits so that bubble formation is not
of the flow cell, or detector dam- a problem, vacuum degassing
age can occur.
is also effective as a degassing
Although noise spikes are the technique. Most of today’s LC
most common symptom of bub- systems come with an in-line vacbles going through the flow cell, uum degasser either as a standsuch as with Uv detection, some ard feature or an optional one. indetectors can be very sensitive line degassing is simple to use,
to the presence of air. For exam- trouble-free, and effective. i give
ple, dissolved oxygen has been it credit for the huge reduction in
reported to quench the fluores- bubble-related complaints that i
cence of some compounds when have heard in the last few years.
t h e f l u o re s c e n c e d e te cto r i s
used (1). in the reductive mode,
the electrochemical detector is Liquid chromatographs
extremely sensitive to dissolved and air just weren’t
oxygen. Care must be taken to meant to be together!
eliminate oxygen from the mobile
phase and avoid oxygen-permeable tubing (such as PtFe) in the Filter
Unless special precautions are
flow stream.
All of these problems related to taken, any particulate matter that
dissolved air in the mobile phase enters the LC system will end
can be avoided if proper care is up on the inlet frit of the column,
taken to degas the mobile phase eventually blocking the column,
before it is used. For many years, increasing the system back presthe gold standard for degassing sure, and distor ting peaks in
has been helium sparging. this the chromatogram. As a consesimply involves bubbling helium quence, any effort made to rethrough a frit placed in the mobile- duce the particulate load of the
phase reservoir. Helium sparging system will pay back in reliability.
is the most effective way to re- there are three major sources of
move dissolved air from the mo- particulate matter in the LC: the
bile phase, removing approximate- mobile phase, the sample, and
ly 80% of the oxygen (2). With a the wear of internal components.
if the mobile phase compriswell-distributed sparging stream,
one volume of helium will remove es only high performance liquid
almost all the gas that can be dis- chromatography (HPLC) - grade
placed from an equal volume of solvents, there is no need to filmobile phase (3). this means that ter the mobile phase. this is be1 L of helium bubbled through 1 L cause organic solvents, such as
acetonitrile or methanol, are filtered
of mobile phase will do the job.
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through 0.2- μm porosity filters is expensive — $1 or more per
during the manufacturing proc- filter — which can add a signifiess. Similarly, whether you buy cant amount to sample processHPLC-grade water or generate it ing costs. Also, for a validated
in the laboratory with a purifica- method, you need to validate the
tion system, the last step is filtra- filtration process and use filters
tion through a 0.2-µm filter. How- for ever y sample, not just the
ever, if there are any additives ones you think need filtration. You
that were once solids, such as never get 10 0% of the sample
phosphate buffer, filtration of the through the filter — there are almobile phase is a wise step to ways a few microliters left behind.
take. Although a buffer salt might is there any adsorptive loss on
be of high purity, it can contain the filter or contaminants leached
particulate matter, such as bits from the filter? if there is loss, is
of plastic generated when the lid it the same at all sample concenof the bottle rubs on the edge of trations? if filtration is to be used,
the bottle. in some cases, a solid all of these issues must be adadditive might not dissolve com- dressed in the validation process,
pletely, leaving bits of debris in which can add work and expense
the mobile phase. Any particu- to the validation procedure. i have
late matter from the mobile phase found that an equally effective
also can cause check valve leak- procedure for most samples is to
age if it gets trapped in the check centrifuge the sample in a benchvalves. Filtration of the mobile top centrifuge for a few minutes
phase through a 0.5 -µm poros- to settle out any particles, then
ity filter is an effective way to re- transfer the supernatant to the aumove any particles from the mo- tosampler tray.
bile phase; 0. 2- µm filters can
the final major source of parbe used, but they are not much ticulate matter in the LC system is
more effective than 0.5-µm ones wear of pump seals and injection
for this application and they filter valve rotors. Pump seals generally
much more slowly. Some labo - will last six months to a year in a
ratories write their mobile-phase normal laboratory. i recommend
preparation standard operating replacing these on a semiannuprocedures (SOPs) so that mo - al or annual basis as part of a
bile phases prepared only from preventive maintenance session.
HPLC-grade liquids do not need the cost is low compared with
to be filtered, whereas all other the expense of a column blocked
mobile -phase compositions re - by pump seal par ticles. Some
quire filtration before use. it also is pumps have frits or screens in the
important to use a sinker frit at the flow path to trap wear debris from
inlet end of the tubing connect- the pump seals before it works
ing the reservoir and pump. this its way further downstream. Confrit typically has a porosity of >10 sult your pump operation manual
µm, so it is not a substitute for a to find the recommended cleanmobile-phase filtration step, but it ing or replacement intervals for
does keep dust out of the system such filters. Autosampler rotor
and it holds the tubing in the bot- seals also wear over time, but in
tom of the reservoir for operational my experience, it takes several
reliability.
years of intense use before the
the sample is a second source rotor seals wear out. if your sysof particulate matter in the LC tem has a function that counts
system. Some laboratories filter injection valve cycles, you might
all their samples through a 0.5- be able to set an alarm to no µm filter before loading them in tify you when a specific number
the autosampler tray. this is an of valve cycles have occurred. i
effective way to remove sample- have heard quotes that the injecrelated particles, but i have sever- tor should last for 20,000 cycles,
al concerns about this procedure but this is only 10,000 injections
that cause me to avoid sample — not much of a lifetime for a labfiltration in most cases. First, it oratory involved in regular sample
www.chromatographyonline.com

analysis. i think they last much
longer — several years in my experience. Of course, pump seal
and rotor seal wear will increase
in the presence of more abrasive
mobile phases. thus, if you routinely run ion-exchange gradients,
such as 0 –1 M sodium chloride,
i would expect the seals to wear
more quickly than if you use reversed-phase conditions with 10
mM phosphate buffer.
no matter what source of particulate matter i am trying to eliminate, i always use an in-line 0.5µm porosit y filter bet ween the
autosampler and the column on
every system, even if a guard column is in use. this in-line filter will
become blocked instead of the
2-µm filter at the head of the column, and it can be replaced in a
few minutes with an inexpensive
replacement frit. Just check the
system pressure at the beginning
of each batch of samples. When
the pressure rises to a trigger
point, such as a 25% or 500-psi
increase, just replace the frit and
you should be back in service in a
few minutes.

Flush

My third key practice for reliable
LC system operation is to keep it
clean. if you follow the flow path
through the system, you will notice several areas that can benefit from regular flushing. First, the
mobile-phase reservoirs should
be washed or replaced with each
new batch of mobile phase. A
dirty reservoir can contaminate
an otherwise pure mobile phase.
i don’t like to use buffers longer
than about a week and organic
solvents for more than a month.
rather than refilling a reservoir,
get in the habit of filling the reservoir, using the solvent, then replacing the reservoir when a new
batch of solvent is made rather
than topping it off.
next in line is the pump. i don’t
like to shut off a pump for more
than a few minutes if it contains a
nonvolatile buffer, such as phosphate. When mobile phase evaporates, such as on the back side
of the piston seal, nonvolatile materials will leave a solid deposit.
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this is one of the major causes this problem can be minimized
of pump seal wear. if buffered by flushing the column with the
mobile phases are left in the sys- st ro ng s o l ve nt of t h e m o bil e
tem for extended periods, espe- phase (for example, methanol or
cially if acetonitrile is used, they acetonitrile) at the end of each
can form precipitates, which can batch of samples or whenever
cause seal wear and check-valve the column is removed from the
leakage. So flush the pump with system.
nonbuffered mobile phase before
in my experience, it is easier to
shutting it off for any extended damage the detector than to imperiod.
prove it with routine cleaning eft h e au to s a m ple r s h o uld b e forts. For this reason, i rely on the
cleaned on a regular basis, too. column and system flushing proi’ve never seen an autosampler cedures to remove contaminants
that was not subject to leaks and from the detector flow cell. Only if
drips. these can leave deposits there is some compelling reason
of buffer or sample, contaminating do i take specific action to clean
the system. the wash solvent in the flow cell for detectors that
the autosampler should be treated operate in the liquid state, such
in the same manner as the mobile as Uv or fluorescence detectors.
phase in terms of expiration dates evaporative detectors, such as
and regular washing or replace- evaporative light scattering detecment of the wash reservoir.
tors or mass spectrometers are
Contaminants build up on the a different story. these detectors
column over time, of ten being eventually build up a film of noneluted as additional background volatile contaminants and require
noise in future chromatograms. cleaning on a regular basis.

Summary

So there it is — degas, filter, and
flush. now you’ve received all
the knowledge that you would
have acquired in a one-day short
c o urse o n preve ntive m ainte nance. Of course, it isn’t quite that
simple, but these three practices
will go a long way toward more reliable LC system operation. Good
luck!
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Best Practices
Here are 13 tips to ensure reliable and reproducible methods.
there are few things more frustrating cause problems. Discard aqueous re- it hard to get our work done, so the
in the laboratory than having a liquid agents and buffers frequently (for ex- next best thing is to inject clean samchromatography (LC) method fail after ample, weekly) to avoid contamination ples. As a rule, the cleaner the samworking reliably for many hundreds by microbial growth. Water impurities ples are, the longer the column will
or thousands of injections. For some can be problematic, so buy HPLC- last and the more reliable the methworkers, gradient elution LC methods grade water or use a water purification od will be. there must be a balance,
are much more prone to problems system designed for production of however, because it is possible to
spend more time and money cleanthan isocratic ones. there are some HPLC-grade water.
ing up the sample than you save in
tricks of the trade that experienced
reliability and extended column life.
chromatographers practice to help Keep Your System Clean
ensure reliable method operation for Just as reagent quality is important You will have to figure out the ecoroutine gradient assays. the LC sys- for a minimum of interfering peaks, a nomics of that yourself. However, for
tem must perform in a reliable and clean instrument also will help avoid all methods, it is a good idea to avoid
reproducible manner, but it does not unwanted peaks. thoroughly flush injecting any sample that contains
happen by magic. some simple prac- the system with strong solvent at the particulate matter. some workers like
tices will help to make problems with end of the day or before shutting off to filter samples with a syringe filter.
gradient methods rare rather than fre- the system. Because switching to I work primarily in the pharmaceuquent. this article presents a baker’s pure organic solvent, especially ac- tical industry and tend to question
dozen (13) of these tips. I hope that etonitrile, can cause buffers or salts to the value of filtering every sample.
you find them useful in lowering your precipitate, I recommend switching to the syringe filters are expensive — a
nonbuffered mobile phase first. Just dollar or more each. Plus, you must
frustration quotient.
replace the buffer bottle with water validate the filtration process. Are any
Use High-Quality reagents
and run the gradient again. Run the sample components selectively reReversed-phase gradient runs tend to gradient to 100% strong solvent (usu- moved by the filter? Are any contamiconcentrate nonpolar materials at the ally methanol or acetonitrile) and hold nants added to the sample by the
head of the column and release them it at 100% for 10–15 min to thoroughly filter? How much sample volume is
as the gradient progresses. Under flush the column and equipment. Do lost during filtration? these and other
starting gradient conditions, the mo- not shut off a system that contains questions make me want to avoid filbile phase is weak (very polar, with buffers or salts — either flush the sys- tration. Instead, I like to centrifuge the
high water content). this means that tem with nonbuffered mobile phase samples in a benchtop centrifuge for
nonpolar materials will be strongly re- or reduce the flow rate to 0.1 mL/min. a few minutes (for example, 10,000–
tained. Nearly any organic impurity in this will help avoid formation of buff- 15,000 rpm for 5 min). this settles
the mobile phase will be held at the er salt crystals and microbial growth out particulate matter that can clog
top of the column under these condi- in the equipment. Check valves will column frits. transfer the sample to a
tions. During equilibration between work more reliably and pump seals clean vial before injection. I am also
runs, perhaps 10 or more column and columns will last longer with rou- a strong advocate of mounting a 0.5volumes of weak mobile phase pass tine flushing. If you are using high- μm in-line frit just downstream from
through the column. While the column salt mobile phases (for example, >50 the autosampler. this will trap any
is equilibrating, most of the nonpo- mM), it is a good idea to use the seal- junk that would normally block the
lar materials in the mobile phase will wash feature of your system to flush 2-μm frit at the top of the column and
concentrate at the head of the column, water behind the pump seals to re- can be changed much more easily
only to be eluted when the gradient is move any buffers or salts that leak than the column frit.
run. these show up as ghost peaks past the seal. Clean up spills, leaks,
in the chromatogram and can make and other potential sources of con- Degas Your Mobile Phases
quantification difficult and confuse in- tamination. Be sure to wash or re- Although some gradient LC systems
terpretation of the chromatogram. For place solvent reservoirs on a regular will operate without degassing the
mobile phase, every system will operthis reason, it is essential to use high basis (for example, weekly).
ate more reliably with degassed solperformance LC (HPLC)-grade reavents. trapped air bubbles and solgents for gradient work. Lower qual- Clean Up Your Sample
ity reagents might be suitable for iso- When asked how to make columns vent outgassing are two of the most
cratic applications, but with gradients, last forever, my usual answer is to common problems with gradients,
even the most minor impurities can never make an injection. that makes and these can be largely avoided by
www.chromatographyonline.com
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solvent degassing. Bubbles in the
pump (or pumps) cause pressure
and flow fluctuations, which can distort the gradient shape and affect retention times. Helium sparging has
been the gold standard for degassing
for many years, but many of today’s
LC systems come with in-line vacuum degassers that are much easier
to use and provide effective gas removal. It is a good idea to purge the
pump (or pumps) and solvent inlet
lines daily by opening the purge valve
(or valves) and operating at an elevated flow rate (for example, 5 mL/min)
for a few minutes to remove any air
bubbles that might have accumulated
while the system was shut off.

run a Blank Gradient

I recommend running a blank gradient as part of method setup to ensure
that unexpected drift, noise, or peaks
are not present. simply set the autosampler to bypass the injection and
run a normal gradient. (the systems
in my laboratory can be programmed
to make a zero-volume injection to
accomplish this.) Look for peaks
in the blank chromatogram. these
come from reagent or water impurities. For methods run at maximum
system sensitivity, it might not be possible to obtain completely smooth
baselines, but the number of spurious
peaks should be kept to a minimum
and none should be eluted at the
same retention time as sample components of interest. Although blank
gradients might not be required on a
daily basis for a routine method, the
blank run is inexpensive insurance to
help protect against loss of valuable
sample data.

Have Dedicated Columns
for each Method

each analytical method should have
a column dedicated to that method. I
strongly advise against sharing columns between methods, because
unimportant peaks in one method
can cause interferences in a second method. Dedicated columns last
longer, so fewer columns will need to
be purchased in the long run if each
method has its own column. While we
are talking about columns, remember
that a column is a consumable item
— it should not be expected to last forever. In my experience, with a well de22

signed method, a column should last
for at least 500 injections, even under
severe mobile phase conditions. this
amounts to <5% of the cost of analysis and usually is much less than the
cost of other consumable items, such
as solid-phase extraction cartridges.
With adequate sample pretreatment
and nonaggressive mobile phases, it
is not unusual for a column to last for
2000 samples or more.

equilibrate the Column
Before each run

Before each run, the column should
be equilibrated to the same extent
as the other injections in the run sequence. A good rule of thumb is to
allow 10 column volumes of the initial
mobile phase to pass through the
column for equilibration between runs.
For the most common column, 150
mm × 4.6 mm, the column volume
is approximately 1.5 mL, so 15–20
mL should be sufficient. Remember
that during equilibration and column
washing, volume is more important
than time, so the equilibration time
might be shortened by increasing
the flow rate during this phase of the
method. Recent information (for example, reference 1) shows that complete equilibration might or might not
be necessary, as long as the same
amount of equilibration is used between every run. Operating under
partial equilibration conditions can
save time by shortening the wait between injections.

examine Your LC System Daily

It is a good idea to carefully examine the LC system each day before
starting routine injection of samples.
A good time to do this is during the
initial equilibration of the column with
a new batch of mobile phase. Just
start at the mobile phase reservoirs
and trace the solvent feed tubing
through the mixer, connecting tubing,
pump, and so forth on to the waste
bottle after the detector. Are there any
leaks? Is there white fuzz on any of
the fittings? Do the reservoirs contain sufficient mobile phase? Is the
autosampler wash solvent level sufficient? Does the waste solvent bottle
have room for the anticipated waste
stream? Is there anything else about
the system that does not look, smell,
or sound right? A few minutes each

day spent examining the system pays
great dividends when minor problems
can be identified and corrected before they grow to the extent that they
will compromise analytical results.

Make Priming injections

some methods will give better results if several “priming” injections
are made before the first sample is injected. these injections of standards
or mock samples can help to load
slowly equilibrating active sites on
the column so that more reproducible
separations can be obtained. If you
notice that it takes several runs before
the retention time or peak area stabilizes, your method might be a candidate for priming injections. You can
make a special priming solution that
contains the analytes at high concentration or make several large volume
injections at a lower concentration to
load enough sample on the system
to deactivate the column. sometimes
the system suitability injections serve
as priming injections. Most methods
do not require priming injections, but
if your method does, this procedure
reduces the time it takes to get reliable data from the system.

ignore the First injection

Because some methods require the
priming process (see above) and the
first injection can be equilibrated differently than subsequent injections, I
advise setting up a routine method so
that the first injection is not used for
quantitative purposes. the second
and subsequent runs will be more
reliable than the first injection. By
making it a formal practice to ignore
the first injection, you will not have
the hassle of having to perform outlier tests or other procedures to justify
throwing out the first injection when it
does not meet method criteria.

Conduct System
Suitability tests

Many methods that run under the
oversight of regulatory agencies
(FDA, ePA, OeCD, and others) will
require a system suitability test before sample analysis. system suitability serves as a mini-validation to
show that the equipment and analytical method are operating in a fashion that will produce reliable results.
Requirements for system suitability
Five Keys to Successful LC Methods
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tests vary, so the regulatory guide- will depend upon the specific appli- control chart can be helpful in anticilines should be consulted to help se- cation. external or internal standardi- pating failure of the system or identilect appropriate tests. Many work- zation might be appropriate. In any fying subtle problems.
ers use retention time, retention and event, running at least one standard
area reproducibility, peak response, before running unknown samples will Conclusions
peak width, peak tailing, resolution, provide assurance (system suitability) You might realize that these tips
and column back pressure either that the analytical method is working for reliable gradient method operaalone or in combination as part of properly before potentially valuable tion already are part of your routine,
either in whole or in part. Or you
the system suitability test. the sys- samples are injected.
may have other techniques you use
tem suitability sample might be a dito ensure that the system is ready for
luted pure standard, a mock sample run Quality Control Samples
in extracted matrix, or some other Analytical methods operated under samples. Whether required by regusample selected to demonstrate sys- regulatory oversight can require in- lations or not, you will find that your
tem performance. Whether or not a clusion of quality control (QC) sam- gradient methods will be much more
system suitability test is required, I ples. QC samples are mock samples trouble-free if you take a few minutes
strongly suggest running such tests made in the sample matrix at known before injecting the first sample to
before routine analysis, even if it is concentrations. their concentration make sure that the system is ready
just an injection of a standard to see is calculated against the standard to go.
if the retention and peak size are as calibrators as a check to show that
the method is operating in a man- references
expected.
ner that will produce reliable results. (1) A.P. schellinger, D.R. stoll, and P.W. Carr, J.
Chromatogr. A 1064, 143 (2005).
Use Standards and Calibrators
Generally, it is wise to intersperse
For quantitative analysis, the response QC samples among unknown samof unknown samples is compared ples to demonstrate that reliable rewith the response for standards of sults can be obtained throughout
How to Cite this article:
known concentration. the range of an analytical run. the results of QC
J.W. Dolan, LCGC 23(9),1008–
standard concentrations, number of samples can be tracked over time
1012 (2005).
replicates, and sequence of injection with a control chart. sometimes the
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